Decode this message from the characters of Vista Point!

```
--- - / - - - - - / - - - / - - - - - - - - / - - - / - - - - - - - - / - - - / ---

```

Now that you’re a Morse Code expert just like Zack, you can use this key to share secret messages!

**MORSE CODE KEY**

```
A = __________ U = ________
B = - ....... V = ____...
C = - ....... W = ____...
D = - ....... X = ____...
E = ___ ______ Y = ____...
F = - ....... Z = ____...
G = __ - - - -
H = ___ ___ ___
I = __ - - - -
J = __ ______
K = - - - - -
L = __ - - - -
M = ___ ___ ___
N = __ ______
O = __ - - - -
P = - - - - -
Q = __ ______
R = - - - - -
S = __ - - - -
T = __ ______

0 = _________
```

Answer: Our hearts are full and precious are our lives / Make sure the good survives.
Lots of people, places, and memories make up Vista Point. How many can you find?

ANN
BED AND BREAKFAST
CAVES
COMFORT STATION
DEBORAH

ETHAN
FOREST
HORATIO
MIRIAM
MORTON

RUTH
SUSAN
SWIMMING HOLE
TOWER
ZACK
These colorful flashlight covers are perfect for playing an elevated game of flashlight tag, taking unique pictures, or sharing coded messages in the woods!

**WHAT YOU’LL NEED**
- A flashlight
- Wax paper
- Markers
- Scissors
- Tape

**INSTRUCTIONS**
1. Lay wax paper over the head of your brightest flashlight and trace the size of the light.
2. Color in the outline with a marker or markers of your choice.
3. Repeat with as many colors or designs as you’d like!
4. Cut out your covers, leaving 1-2 inches outside the outline to attach to the flashlight.
5. Tape your favorite cover to your flashlight and turn it on!